Dealing with grief related to loss by death and chronic pain: Suggestions for practice. Part 2
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Objective: This paper, the second of two, represents a theoretical framework for interventions related to loss by death of someone close, or chronic pain. This work is based on our previous understanding where grief is considered an integrated experience which involves movements on several continua.

Methods: We have performed a comparison between two interventions dealing with grief and chronic pain using different designs. Interrelated experiences and processes were identified.

Results: Life phenomena like grief and loss caused by death and chronic pain, seem to have many qualities in common and may overlap each other. A common core containing emptiness, vulnerability and exhaustion is identified.

Discussion: Despite advances in research and thinking in recent years, several issues related to grief caused by death or chronic pain remain a challenge in clinical settings and research. When preparing interventions, we must pay attention to the relearning process, the common core and the interplay between these bodily expressions.

Conclusion: We believe there is a value in future research and practice to consider losses caused by death and chronic pain, together as well as separately. Our comprehensive approach indicates that understanding the processes involved in one sort of grief may help understand the processes involved in the other.
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Introduction
This is a follow-up study based on our previous article,¹ which constitutes a theoretical framework for understanding grief related to loss caused by death of someone close, and loss caused by chronic pain, as unique experiences. Common for these phenomena is that grief influences the existential parts of life and is described as a reconstructive process following such suffering.² The examination of grief caused by death and chronic pain reveals many similarities. In this context, the subjective meaning the patient expresses related to his or her loss, will represent a starting point in grief work. This understanding indicates the fact that support to people who suffer grief caused by death or chronic pain, should focus on grief as a specific type of experience taking a phenomenological perspective.¹ Here a movement from relearning the world and adaptation becomes essential in grief work independent of its cause.¹ Previous intervention studies performed by the present authors related to loss and grief caused by death and chronic pain,³⁴ have several common features including a structured group approach, homework and writing as an important tool following several distinct steps. The main focus is on thoughts and emotions to induce behavioral changes. In one
study, writing was introduced as homework and provided the platform for the following group meetings. In the other study, writing was conducted in grief writing groups and using diaries.

Loss caused by death is naturally connected to grief. However, loss caused by chronic pain may also lead to grief experiences. These losses have the potential to elicit existential difficulties such as lack of control and reduced predictability about life. Such changes may diminish the person’s well-being, hope for the future and ability to cope. Loss as a life experience may concern something irrevocable and the feelings connected to what is lost. As such, grief may be related to several losses caused by chronic pain, like loss of health, loss of work or social relations. This is also consistent with Parkes who discovered parallel processes of grieving whether the loss was caused by losing a limb or through the death of someone close. Such losses are naturally integrated in the human experience, but sometimes they unfold in ways which are difficult to define. Dealing with loss and grief refers to an individual experience and some central aspects of grief processing and grief work incorporate issues such as expressing grief, gaining an awareness of the loss, retaining and sustaining some ties to what is lost, acknowledgement through new insights and an adjustment to the new life situation. Walker et al suggest that material losses as well as perceptions of loss are prominent issues for those seeking help from pain clinics for their pain problems. Whitley-Reed reports that grief therapy is effective in reducing pain and depression in a group of chronic pain sufferers. Those who suffer grief related to loss by death may also benefit from group approaches where cognitive, emotional and behavioral components are highlighted. Independent of the cause, the grief experience may involve the whole life situation and represents a huge challenge for the sufferers as well as the health care workers.

**Aim**

Based on the authors’ previous studies we now want to extend the discussion in order to deepen our understanding of the relationship between chronic pain, loss and grief. Furthermore, we will highlight important elements when developing integrated programs in chronic pain- and grief management.

**Theoretical framework**

Our previous integrated programs dealing with grief related to loss by death and nonmalignant chronic pain contributes to an extended understanding of these phenomena. In addition, two previous programs for interventions based on a group approach, will now be introduced as a basis for our integrated program. The summaries of the organization and the main differences in our programs are presented (Table 1), and each program will also be described in more detail as a foundation for discussion (Appendix A).

**Group approach**

Group approaches are used in our previous studies and have many advantages in the treatment of grief and loss caused by death or chronic pain. Firstly, according to Keefe et al a group provides a setting in which patients can be in touch with others who have similar problems. Secondly, group participation can help patients gain a better understanding of pain and grief and the role of their own behavior, thoughts and feelings regarding the perception of their situation. Thirdly, patients can be taught effective coping skills and how these skills can be integrated in daily life. Yalom emphasizes several important supportive factors such as hope, acceptance, universality and altruism that can be successful when conducting groups. In addition, self-revelation factors encompass self-disclosure and the expression of emotions, while psychological work factors include self-understanding and interpersonal learning. Lastly, the learning from others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Components in each meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative including a qualitative component</td>
<td>Chronic pain</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8 weeks at 3 hours, Follow up after 6 and 12 months</td>
<td>Cognitive behavioral approach in groups, Supervised dialogue, Physical activity, Education and corresponding homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative including a qualitative component</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>8 weeks at 5 hours, Follow up after 6 and 12 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Grief</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10 meetings during 5 months (in total): Every second week at 2.5 hours for 3 months after these once a months at 2.5 hours</td>
<td>Writing in a group, Supervised dialogue, Writing in a diary at home between each meeting, Homework, Supervised dialogue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
factors, like modeling seem to be important and incorporate vicarious learning, guidance and education. In all such group approaches, Linton notes that the content of the group approach and how the therapy is practiced are good predictors of success or failure.

**Cognitive behavioral theory (CBT)**

The pain management programme is based on a cognitive behavioral approach. In recent decades, the multiple disturbing effects of chronic pain on patients’ physical and psychosocial functioning have been widely recognized in rehabilitation. Biomedical treatment only partly alleviates these consequences of chronic pain. As a result, there has been considerable interest in psychological treatment models, which address the complex interaction of biological symptoms and psychosocial factors. Major aims of CBT, within the broad framework of learning theory, are to improve quality of life, coping skills and physical functioning. CBT for chronic pain involves a variety of interventions that share three basic components: emphasizing the patients’ ability to help themselves rather than depending on therapists; Interest in the nature and modification of patients’ thoughts, feelings and behavior; Behavior therapy procedures promoting change (such as homework, relaxation, social skill training, and physical activity).

**Writing theory**

A major component of the grief management program is process oriented writing theory. Here it is fundamental that there is a dynamic relationship between thought and language, and thus an active use of language stimulates and promotes thought activity. Writing is a creative developmental process. In this process thoughts emerge and the writer may experience increased awareness and knowledge. Writing one’s own ideas opens a channel to get acquainted with one’s own thinking potential. Studies indicate that to write and form a story, is to reflect on events and contributes to self understanding and new insight. Creative writing in the grief work becomes a tool for acknowledgement and knowledge. The writing process helps the writer to identify new relationships as well as to reveal any lack of coherence and understanding. Elements from process oriented writing theory is central to the construction in writing program where grief work consists of handling thoughts and feelings.

**Chronic pain management program**

The intervention was active, time limited and structured. The multidisciplinary team consisted of a physician, a physiotherapist, a psychologist and two nurses. The groups were conducted according to a structured protocol, and two supervisors were involved in each group. Self-help educational material (tools) included in the program was mainly based on the pedagogical framework of Brattberg and the pain dimensions in the Gate Control Theory of pain. The major contribution of this model is an emphasis on the central nervous system and psychological variables in the pain perception process. Each session began by giving a brief summary of the last group meeting, followed by sharing positive experiences over the past week. A review of the group members’ home practice provided a platform for the supervised dialogue. This program, including follow-up after 6 and 12 months, consisted of three parts: supervised dialogue, physical activity and education. Each session lasted for 5 hours including a lunch break.

**Grief management program**

The various assignments or subjects in the writing program, make the different aspects of the grief process more tangible. The leaders of the grief writing group were deacons with experience of grief work groups. The participants were divided into two groups: one group consisted of individuals who had experienced the loss of a spouse or a partner. The other group consisted of individuals who had lost a parent or a sibling. Throughout the program the writing was done along two parallel tracks: writing in a grief writing group and writing at home in a diary. At each meeting of the writing groups, the writing was centered on a subject or an assignment. The types of writing that were encouraged as processing tools, were free writing forms and focused writing. Conversation before the writing commenced was encouraged in order to introduce and focus on the theme of the day. Conversation after writing in the group was also encouraged, giving each participant the opportunity to converse about thoughts and feelings related to the writing.

In each writing group meeting the participants were encouraged to write a diary at home. The writing in these diaries was based on personal wishes or initiatives. In addition, homework with writing based on specific topics was introduced. The writing program lasted for 5 months during which group meetings were held every 2 weeks during the initial 3 months, with one meeting in each of the following months, a total of 10 meetings.

**Methods**

Several methodological steps were followed in this comparative study using an open qualitative approach:

Step 1: A process of reflection and discussion focused on content, organization, similarities and differences related to
grief and loss in our previous implemented pain and grief management programs (Table 1, Appendix A).

Step 2: We discussed and reflected on how the theoretical framework in the first two-part article could be extended by focusing on the movements between “the relearning and adaptation” process1 and the qualitative data related to loss and grief.3–5

Step 3: A thematic analysis was carried out on the transcribed qualitative data from our intervention studies, by searching for common as well as distinctive categories related to experiences of loss and grief caused by death and chronic pain.

Step 4: An analytic reflection and abstraction was performed searching for common sub-themes and main theme (Table 2).

Step 5: A search was made for a model to clarify the connections between the sub-themes related to loss, grief and chronic pain and a main theme (Figure 1).

Step 6: Based on the previous analytic steps, suggestions for a new integrated framework was discussed.

Results
The discussion revealed several common main components within each program such as systematic writing and homework combined with group dialogue, and a supervised dialogue where thoughts and feelings related to what was lost were conceptualized (Table 1). Both studies had empirical data which resulted from writing individually in groups and notes from homework tasks. Categorized experiences which were expressed in the grief groups were different related losses, painful bereavement, loneliness, painful and depressive thoughts and feelings, anger, despair and sadness. In the pain groups, the experiences were different related losses, painful bereavement, loneliness, painful and depressive thoughts and feelings, frustration, anger and resignation (Table 2). Common sub-themes for these categories were identified as: emptiness, vulnerability and exhaustion as important features. By linking the sub-themes together a common core emerges and is labeled existential vacuum identical to main theme (Figure 1). The results are illustrated as overlapping experiences (Figure 1).

Discussion
Based on the authors’ previous studies1,3–5 and the findings from the thematic analysis in this study, we now want to extend the discussion in order to deepen our understanding of grief processes. Furthermore, we will highlight important elements when developing integrated programs in chronic pain- and grief management.

In both of our studies3–5 the participants experienced loss and grief and realized that some sort of help was needed. To offer help a phenomenological perspective on loss and grief caused by death and chronic pain, means that the whole life situation must be considered in program development. Grief
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**Figure 1** Results illustrating the overlapping experiences between chronic pain, loss and grief. The common core is characterized as an existential vacuum containing emptiness, vulnerability and exhaustion.
is a normal human response to a significant loss. The death of a close relative is considered the ultimate loss. Such loss is obvious and the grief process is recognized by attention from others. However, with chronic pain the loss may be complete or partial. The grief which follows may be less obvious and may limit support from other people. The present results indicate a relationship between loss, grief and chronic nonmalignant pain. This is supported by both previous and more recent research which document a relationship between these phenomena and the development of illness. Parkes has identified parallel processes of grieving independent of the type of loss.

Results from several studies on writing and the health effects indicate that positive health is achievable through writing about traumatic and demanding experiences. Furthermore, interventions based on a CBT approach offered to patients suffering from chronic pain, with active patient participation, indicate positive results. Writing therapy has emerged as a way to ease grief related to loss by death and chronic pain by tapping into the healing power of the unconscious. Whitley-Reed reports that grief therapy may be effective in reducing pain in a group of chronic pain sufferers. Grief supporting in groups are common and helpful because the patients represent common life experience and this gives opportunity to tell one’s own story and ventilate feelings. These benefits from group approaches are also described by Yalom who emphasizes the importance of interpersonal learning, self-disclosure and the expression of emotions. Taking together, these results support the importance of developing chronic pain- and grief management programs.

In accordance with our view, professional intervention must be aimed directly at each individual relation and the position in “the relearning and adaptation process.” As such, grief cannot be reduced to observable and fragmented symptoms. Surprisingly, most of the identified experiences caused by loss and grief related to death of a close person and suffering from chronic pain were overlapping (categories in Table 2). These overlapping experiences are incorporated in the sub-themes emptiness, vulnerability and exhaustion. Based on this understanding, a clarifying model is suggested, which indicates that these life phenomena not only overlap, but also have an inner dynamic and a common core (Figure 1). These experiences also involve several cognitive, affective and bodily manifestations which might be met by using a cognitive behavioral approach. Despite some identified different experiences which are naturally connected to the specific losses, we argue that the common experiences are central when developing an integrated program in chronic pain- and grief management. In addition, the elements in the common core become basic areas to address in future clinical programs.

However, the first and foremost plan must involve the dialectic process between “relearning and adaptation” as described in our previous theoretical work. Here a model illustrates parallel processes characterized by conflicting experiences such as despair and hope, lack of understanding and insight, meaning disruption and increased meaning, bodily discomfort and reintegrated body. The present extended theoretical fundament including the complexity described above represent a challenge in clinical practice. Such knowledge presupposes that health care workers have adequate knowledge about each of the life experiences, as well as the common core and how they appear in each individual. If not, the burden for those experiencing losses and grief may increase and become even heavier.

Usually, as time passes by, the sufferer and her or his network will obtain an optimal functional level. However, some patients are unable to handle their losses effectively, and this may intensify the painful experience. The challenge is to find out who will need some sort of support from health care providers. In order to better understand the poorly adaptive as well as the adaptive processes, one must examine the unique movements. Throughout the grief process thoughts and feelings may vary in their nature and intensity. The core represents experiences which may be multifaceted and so overwhelming that the patient becomes unable to take action. Listening to the patients’ expressions of grief can be therapeutic in itself. The unique experience becomes basic for intervention. Summing up, the rehabilitation process must pay attention to the unique experiences illustrated in the “relearning the world – adaptation model” and extended by the present “Common core model” (Figure 1), linking part one and part two of these two-part articles together.

**Implications for practice**

Grief work is recognized to be an important (although painful) process which also may create relief. It is essential to be aware that the grieving process varies in strength and endurance, so that the programs must consider individual variations in length and intensity in the follow-up. When preparing interventions, attention must also be paid to “the relearning and adaptation process”; the interplay between chronic pain, loss and grief and the common core. This represents an integrated framework developed by linking part one and part two of these two-part articles together. An important aim in grief and pain management programs, is
to create hope, insight, meaning, and a reintegrated body.¹ We suggest that writing theory, from the grief management program may be integrated in the pain management program, based on a CBT approach and vice versa. Such combination might represent an improved intervention for people dealing with grief related to loss and nonmalignant chronic pain.

Based on this comparative study, a summary of points for developing and implementing such programs is suggested: an introduction of systematic writing and homework combined with a supervised dialogue, where thoughts and feelings related to what is lost is conceptualized and processed. In addition, practical elements such as focusing on supportive factors, interpersonal learning, self-revelation and self-understanding must be highlighted.¹² Establishing a good relation between the health care provider, the sufferer and grief might represent an improved intervention for people dealing with grief related to loss and nonmalignant chronic pain.

**Conclusion**

Experiencing grief caused by death of someone close and chronic nonmalignant pain, is about whole bodies and the unique experiences. An extended approach has been developed for grief interventions based on the authors’ previous work, the first two-part article and our present theoretical framework. We believe there is value in future research to consider loss and grief caused by death of someone close or by chronic pain more broadly, to develop our knowledge base. As such, understanding the processes involved in one of the loss and grief situations may help us understand the processes involved in the other. It may also turn out that treatment issues are similar in the different kinds of losses which are experienced. This study has led to new questions that might be further investigated in a pilot project for clinical practice using our outlined models and suggestions.
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Appendix A

Appendix A Content of the pain and grief management program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Pain management</th>
<th>Grief management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Establishing the group. Develop goals</td>
<td>Writing about present life situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Physical activity and pain. Develop own plan for activity</td>
<td>A description of the person who is lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pain as a complex phenomenon. Awareness of factors increasing/decreasing pain</td>
<td>A story about an important occasion together with the person who is lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Muscle tension, relaxation and pain. Practice in relaxation techniques</td>
<td>Writing a letter/obituary for the lost person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Coping and pain. Awareness of coping strategies and alternative ways of coping</td>
<td>Defining despair and guilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Self-esteem, social network and pain. Awareness of self-esteem and social</td>
<td>Writing a story based on pictures which illustrate different aspects of grief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>network and alternative ways of behaving</td>
<td>utterance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Thoughts, feelings and behavior and how they relate to each other</td>
<td>Defining loss and loneliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Communication. Self-help. Awareness of important factors in communication</td>
<td>Home writing about a good memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nutrition and pain. Awareness of how nutrition can influence pain</td>
<td>Relationship previous and present to important persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Repetition, main goals basic assumptions</td>
<td>Homework with writing about good and bad thoughts and feelings during the last</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>few days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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